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MATHEMATICAL NOTES. 

MATHEMATICAL NOTES. 

69. In a spherical quadrangle the arcs joining the mid-points of the three 
pairs of opposite sides are concurrent. (Question 90, p. 16. For Geometrical 
Solution v. note 68, p. 214, vol. I.) 

Let A, B, C, D be the four vertices of the quadrilateral L, iM, , L' M' N' 
the middle points of the arcs BC, CA, AB, AD, BD, CD. Let the arcs LL', 
MM' meet at K. 

Let the great circles of which MN, BC are arcs meet at P1, P,'; then 
P1MNPP' is a semicircle. In the triangle ANVM 

sin ANsin AN M= sin4AMsin ABN.........................(1) 
In the triangles NBP1', MCP1 

i BP,' sin BN sin BNP' _ sinA N sin A 
- in BP1,N sin CP1M 

sin P, _sin CAL sin CMP _ sinAMsinAMN sin 1 - 
sin CP1M sin CP1M 

by (1), sin BPl'=sin CP1, since the angles at P1, P1' are equal. Hence, 
since each is less than a semicircle, arc BP1' is equal to arc CP1, and LP1' 
= LP1 =a quadrant; and the diameter P1Pl' is parallel to the chord BC. 

Similarly, it is shown that M' N' cuts BC at P1. That is, that the arcs 
iM, MN'N', BC are concurrent, and LP1 a quadrant. Similarly, we have 
NL, N'L', CA meeting at P2, and MP2 a quadrant; and also L, L'M', AB 
meeting at P3, and NP3 a quadrant. 

Let P* be the pole of the small circle ABC, then the triangles PLB, PLC 
have their sides respectively equal; .'. the adjacent angles PLB, PLC are 
equal, and each of them is a right angle. Hence the triangle PLP1 has 
PLP1 a right angle, and LP1 a quadrant; .'. PP1 is a quadrant. Similarly, 
PP2 and PP3 are quadrants. Hence P,, P2, P3 lie on the great circle, of 
which P is a pole.t 

Again, the arc LP3M cuts the sides of L 
the triangle P2NP1; 

sin NM_ sinL /N bA 
sin NL sin NVML' 

sin P1P3_ sin PAMP3 
sin PM' --sin PiA3M' 
sin P2L sin P2P3L. 
sin P2P3 sin P2LP3 ' 

by multiplication and reduction, 
sin N1 sin PiP sin P2L_ P 
sin P1M' sin P2P3 ' sin NL 

Similarly, the sides of the triangle P2P1N' are cut by the arc L'P3', and 
sin P1M' sin N'L' sin P2P_ 
sin NV'M' sin P2L ' sin PI1P 

also the triangle N'NP2 is cut by the arc KLL', and 
sin N'K sin NL sin P2L' 1 
sin NK 

' sin P2L ' sin N'L' 

* Not shown in the figure. 
tOr this may be inferred from the fact that the diameters P1'Pi, P'P2, Ps'P8 are 

respectively parallel to the chords BC, CA, AB, and are therefore in a plane parallel to 
the plane ABC. 
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Multiplying these results and reducing, we have 
sin NM sinlP1M' sin N'K 1(2) 
sin P1M sin N'M' sin VNK 

Let the are MM' meet the arc NN' at K'. Then the triangle N'NP1 is 
cut by the arc MM'K', and we have 

sin NM sin P1M' sin JT'K' 
sin P1M' sin N'M'' siln ' = 1 

Hence, by (2), 
sin N'K sin N'K' 
sin VK - sin NK' 

Therefore K and K' coincide since the arcs involved are each less than a 
semicircle. That is, the arcs LL', MM', NN' are concurrent. 

COR. From the above demonstration it is evident that if two spherical 
triangles are so related that the points of intersection of corresponding sides 
lie on a great circle, then the arcs joining the corresponding angles meet in 
a point. The converse readily follows. J. C. PALMER. 

70. A geometrical method of trisecting any angle with the aid of a rectangular 
hyperbola. (C. V. DURELL and W. F. BEARD.) 

A 
Let BOC be the given angle. From centre 0 describe a circle, cutting BO 

produced in A. 
Bisect OA at D. Describe a rectangular hyperbola with centre D touching 

OC at 0. Let this hyperbola cut the circle at P. 
Join OP. A A 
Then . OC is a tangent POC-=PAO (for in rectangular hyperbola any 

chord subtends equal or supplementary angles at the ends of a diameter). 
A A A 

.BOP=20AP=2POC; 
A A 

PO. PC= BOC 

. OP is a trisector of BOC. 

To describe this hyperbola, 
Draw a circle centre 0 radius OD, cutting 0OC and the _ at 0 to OC in 

T, t, G, g. Then DT, Dt are the asymptotes, and DG, Dg the axes of the 
required hyperbola. 

Cut off DS so that DS2=DT. Dt, and DH so that DH2 =DS2. 
Then H and S are a vertex and focus of the hyperbola. 
We can then mechanically describe the hyperbola either by the method 

with foci, or by Cunynghame's method (vide Taylor's Ancient and Modern 
Geometry, p. 177). 

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS. 

Our readers are earnestly asked to help in making this section of the GAZETTE 
attractive by sending either original or selected problems. 

Solutions should be sent within three months of the date of publication. 
They should be written clearly on one side of the paper. Contractions not in- 
tended for printing should be avoided. Fiqures should be drawn with the 
greatest care on as small a scale as possible, and on a separate sheet. 

The question need not be re-written, but the number should precede every 
solution. 
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